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Lee, Chris

From: noreply@granicusideas.com
Sent: Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:50 PM
To: Lee, Chris
Subject: New eComment for FINANCE & PERSONNEL COMMITTEE on 2021-10-15 9:00 AM - 

Special=0A=0AThis is also a virtual meeting. Those wishing to view the proceedings 
are able to do so via the City Channel - Channel 25 on Spectrum Cable - or on the 
Internet at http...
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New eComment for FINANCE & PERSONNEL 
COMMITTEE on 2021-10-15 9:00 AM - Special 
This is also a virtual meeting. Those wishing to 
view the proceedings are able to do so via the City 
Channel - Channel 25 on Spectrum Cable - or on 
the Internet at http://city.milwaukee.gov/c  

Karen Villanueva submitted a new eComment. 

Meeting: FINANCE & PERSONNEL COMMITTEE on 2021-10-15 9:00 AM - Special This is also 
a virtual meeting. Those wishing to view the proceedings are able to do so via the City Channel -
Channel 25 on Spectrum Cable - or on the Internet at http://city.milwaukee.gov/c 

Item: 1. 210894 Substitute resolution relating to the appropriation of the remainder of the first 
tranche of American Rescue Plan Act funds. 

eComment: As a Milwaukee resident, I am writing in support of proposal #56 to increase 
parenting education and family support program known as Triple-P (Positive Parenting Program) 
in the city of Milwaukee. Triple P is a family support system with tools for parents to help develop 
more positive relationship with their children. During the pandemic families has been under 
stress, tension and anxiety. By increasing access to Triple P we believe we can help parents to 
manage their parent concerns, and to build a stronger and happier families. Supporting parents 
and caregivers is essential to improving the well-being and resiliency of communities. In 
Milwaukee that well-being and resiliency is tantamount given the exponential increase in 
violence over the last 2 years the city has experienced. Triple P is not a silver bullet to solve 
community and family violence, however is it one tactic in a much broader violence prevention 
and intervention strategy. The City of Milwaukee has an incredible opportunity to invest in 
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families, and help parents build their own capacity to grow strong, resilient children. When our 
City invests in parents, we are investing in our future.  
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